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Abstract 

 

Late-winter snow thickness on first-year sea ice is estimated based on the duration of snowmelt. 

The study encompasses the late-winter to advanced-melt period. The beginning of snowmelt is 

detected using space-borne C-band microwave scatterometer measurements, and the end of 

snowmelt is detected using optical satellite measurements. The snowmelt duration is then used to 

invert a degree-day snowmelt model based on air temperature, and a melt coefficient is calibrated 

with in situ observations. The modelled snow thickness estimation is validated with distributed in 

situ measurements of snow thickness throughout Dease Strait, Nunavut, Canada. The mean 

snowmelt duration for the study sites is 24.6 ± 1.2 days, and the estimated mean snow thickness is 

14.7 ± 3.0 cm. The overall performance of the model reveals a RMSE of 27.1% and a bias of 1.8%. 

The methodology shows promise, and it can easily be scaled up to estimate snow thickness on a 

regional basis. 
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Chapter One: Introduction  

 

 

1.1 Introduction  

     The unprecedented warming of the atmosphere and ocean has had noticeable impacts on the 

Arctic, and currently, the Arctic is experiencing a rapid shift in climate regimes in terms of global 

climate warming. Arctic sea ice is very sensitive to temperature changes, and even small variations 

in temperature may trigger large effects to the Arctic climate system (IPCC, 2007). Temperature 

variation due to global warming, multi-year weather shifts and annual deviations have impacts on 

the sea ice thickness and extent. One of the most dramatic changes is the Arctic sea ice decline, 

which is shrinking by 13.3% per decade (NSIDC, 2016). Figure 1.1 depicts the average September 

Arctic sea ice extent during the past three decades. According to the latest records, minimum 

September sea ice extent reached its lowest on record on September 10th, 2016 (NSIDC, 2016). 

These changes in the sea ice are likely to impact the entire Arctic system including atmospheric, 

oceanographic, ecological, and economic systems. 

     Sea ice plays an important role in the Arctic system, and it also has a direct impact on the global 

climate system through its ability to moderate heat exchange across the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere 

(OSA) interface. Due to its high albedo and low thermal conductivity, sea ice decline can trigger 

a positive feedback loop (Curry et al. 1995) which will increase global warming (Maass et al. 

2015). Significant reduction of the Arctic sea ice leads to more exposed water area in the summer, 
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which facilitates the ocean to absorb more solar radiation due to its lower albedo (Moritz et al., 

2002). As a result, the warmer ocean will further contribute to enhanced sea ice thickness 

reductions owing to sea ice melting from the bottom (Eicken and Lemke, 2001). Although there 

are various reasons to explain the recent loss of Arctic sea ice, one of the primary causes is due to 

changes in surface albedo during the winter to summer transition resulting in changes to snow and 

ice cover thickness, composition and duration (Curry et al. 1995). 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Average September sea ice extent for the Arctic (NSIDC, 2016)  
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1.2 Scientific Rationale  

     Sea ice can be viewed into two distinct area categories by stages of development that relate to 

thickness and age: First-year sea ice (FYI), which is ice that accretes and ablates annually, and 

Multi-year sea ice (MYI), which has survived at least one summer melt season (Armour et al., 

2011). Arctic sea ice has been declining, and among which MYI is becoming thinner and shifting 

to an increasing FYI regime (Maslanik et al. 2007; Kwok et al. 2009). Thus, the transition from 

MYI to more FYI makes it important to study FYI to better understand future trends in the area 

and volume of Arctic sea ice (Armour et al., 2011). Moreover, snow-covered FYI is very dynamic 

and complex due to its seasonal variation (Geldsetzer et al., 2009). During the annual cycle, the 

most crucial period for the snow covered FYI is the late winter to summer transition because the 

snow melt is associated with energy exchanges between OSA interfaces. Therefore, the 

distribution of snow cover thickness on FYI becomes a key parameter to the thermodynamic 

processes of FYI. 

     Recently observed decreases in sea ice are associated with changes in snow and ice cover 

distribution, thickness, composition and duration (Comiso, 2002; Nghiem et al., 2007; Curry et al., 

1995). Due to the warming Arctic, the freeze-up timing of sea ice is delayed, and this leads to a 

reducing in sufficient time for snow accumulation on FYI (Webster et al., 2014). Snow cover on 

FYI plays a key role in sea ice thermodynamics (Brown and Cote, 1992; Maass et al., 2015; Iacozza 

and Barber, 2010; Webster et al., 2014), and it enhances the sensitivity of sea ice by modulating 

sea ice ablation and accretion processes (Curry et al., 1995). During winter, the growth of sea ice 

thickness is limited due to the strong insulating properties of snow. During summer time, the high 
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albedo residual snow cover can limit the sea ice melting via reflecting shortwave radiation 

potentially available for warming the sea ice. Due to its high albedo and low thermal conductivity, 

snow cover on FYI plays a key role in the positive feedback loop initiated by atmospheric warming 

(Maass et al., 2015). Earlier melted snow cover could reduce the albedo of snow covered FYI, and 

this results in significant reduction in sea ice extent leading to more exposed water area in summer, 

which facilitates the ocean to absorb more solar radiation (Moritz et al., 2002). As a result, the 

warmer ocean will further contribute to sea ice thickness reductions from bottom ice melt (Eicken 

and Lemke, 2001), which leads to even greater warming of the atmosphere (Moritz et al., 2002).  

     Meteoric accumulation and redistribution of snow cover is highly stochastic over space and 

time; thus, the snow cover on FYI is highly variable and poorly understood (Ledley, 1991; 

Carmack, 1986). One of the primary shortcomings in Global Climate Models is the inaccurate 

parameterization of snow covered sea ice in the polar regions (Iacozza and Barber, 1999). Thus, it 

is necessary to gain a better understanding of the variability in the snow cover on FYI. An initial 

step towards understanding snow thickness distributions is to measure the magnitude of the snow 

thickness both spatially and temporally (Geldsetzer et al., 2007). Previous studies show that the 

information about snow cover on sea ice can be measured through in-situ based (e.g., Barber et 

al., 1995), laboratory based (e.g., Lytle et al., 1993), and remote sensing based techniques (e.g., 

Barber et al., 1998). Owing to the logistical difficulty in direct measurement (Barber et al., 1998; 

Yackel and Barber, 2007), a reliance on remote sensing techniques is required (Strum et al., 2002).  

     Since mid 1960s, satellite remote sensing techniques have virtually revolutionized snow cover 

measurements (Hall et al., 2005). Due to the significant differences between the physical properties 

of snow from most of the other land features, snow can be more reliably detected using different 

satellite sensors. Generally, a large portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (i.e., visible, near-
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infrared, and microwave) has effectively proved its capability to measure snow geophysical and 

thermodynamic properties. In terms of microwave remote sensing, passive-microwave data are 

generally used to measure snow-water equivalent (SWE), snow-cover extent and depth at a 

relatively coarse spatial resolution; active-microwave remote sensing (i.e., scatterometers) 

provides all-weather, 24-hour data, and has demonstrated capability to characterize the 

geophysical and thermodynamic state of snow covered FYI (Onsttot, 1992; Barber et al., 1998; 

Hall et al., 2005; Yackel et al., 2007). On the other hand, despite the drawbacks of being unable to 

penetrate through cloud cover and operate without daylight, optical remote sensing data can 

provide valuable and accurate optical information (e.g., albedo) about snow cover on FYI in a 

relatively fine spatial (e.g., 250m) and temporal resolution (e.g., daily) (Hall et al., 2005). 

Therefore, a combination of microwave and optical remote sensing could enhance the capability 

of monitoring and measuring the properties of snow covered sea ice.   

 

1.3 Research Objectives  

     In this study, time-series of daily observations of active microwave and optical satellite data 

are used in conjunction with meteorological data and Degree-Day snow-melt model to estimate 

late winter snow thickness on FYI. The study focuses on investigating the changes in snow 

thickness over landfast FYI near Cambridge Bay, Nunavut in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago 

during the winter-summer transition from April to June, 2014.  

The following research questions are addressed towards this objective: 
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(1) Can we detect melt-onset (MO) for snow covered FYI using time series active microwave 

backscatter?   

(2) Can we detect pond-onset (PO) for snow covered FYI using time series optical albedo?  

(3) What calibration is required for the Degree-day factor (melt coefficient) in the snow-melt 

model for snow cover on FYI using in-situ measurements?   

(4) Can we estimate the winter (pre-melt onset) snow thickness distribution using the results 

from questions 1-3 above together with meteorological data? 

 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

     There are five chapters forming this thesis. Chapter 1 introduces the scientific rationale and 

states the research objectives of this study. Chapter 2 reviews selected fundamentals of remote 

sensing of snow covered Arctic first-year sea ice, including snow and FYI thermodynamics, 

seasonal evolutions of backscatter and albedo of snow covered FYI, and snowmelt model used in 

subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 describes the data and methodology used in this study. The 

methodology is primarily focused on addressing the research objective and its corresponding 

questions. Chapter 4 presents the results of melt onset and pond onset detection along with the 

estimation of snow-thickness distribution in the study area. The research questions in Chapter 1 

are addressed and answered in this chapter. Chapter 4 also evaluates the performance of the 

methodology used in this study using statistical techniques. Chapter 5 summarizes the results of 

the preceding chapters, discusses the limitations and future developments from this study.          
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Aspects of this study have contributed to the following peer-reviewed research publication: 

Zheng, J., Geldsetzer, T. and Yackel, J. (to be submitted). Snow thickness estimation on first-year 

sea ice using microwave and optical remote sensing with melt modelling. Remote Sensing of 

Environment.  
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Chapter Two: Fundamentals of Remote Sensing of Arctic snow covered FYI  

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the background knowledge to address the research objectives outlined in 

Chapter 1. Snow physical properties, fundamentals of snow cover on FYI, snow and FYI 

thermodynamics, and fundamentals of related remote sensing techniques are covered in the 

following sections. Nomenclature used in this study is also defined and established.           

 

2.2 Snow Properties 

2.2.1 Snow Density 

     Snow density can be defined as the mass per unit volume (Domine et al., 2008). According to 

Rees (2006), snow density ranges between 10 kg m-3 and 600 kg m-3, in which fresh snow has the 

lowest density. Snow density can be affected by wind-drifting, dry and wet metamorphism, 

subsequent layers related to compaction from deposition, and other physical processes (Domine et 

al., 2008). The initial density of new snow is usually low; however, over time, density tends to 

increase as snow metamorphism processes. 
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2.2.2 Grain Size (Specific Surface Area) 

     Snow grain size is commonly reported as the radius in m (or mm), and usually ranges from 0.5 

mm for small rounded grains to 10 mm for large depth hoar grains. The specific surface area (SSA), 

defined as the ratio of surface area per mass unit is another method for representing the geometric 

character of snow (Taillandier et al., 2006; Domine et al., 2008).  The SSA of snow has a wide 

range, and it is approximately 150 m2 kg−1 for fresh snow, while it could decrease to less than 2 

m2 kg−1 for melt-freeze snow (Domine et al., 2008). SSA decreases due to metamorphism, and 

when the temperature of snow is lower than 0ºC, grain size value increases as temperature 

increases (Taillandier et al., 2006).   

2.2.3 Reflectance and Albedo 

     The optical properties of snow play a major role in remote sensing, and the visible remote 

sensing techniques of snow are based on directional features of light scattered from snow surfaces 

(Nolin & Liang, 2000). Scattering and absorption are two key processes during the interaction of 

light and snow, and for the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum, the coefficient of 

scattering is much larger than that of absorption (Domine et al., 2008). Due to the larger grain sizes 

of snow than the wavelength of light, snow mostly scatters light, and the proportion of the radiation 

in visible wavelengths can reach up to 80% (Dietz et al., 2011). 

      Generally, the spectral reflectance of snow is related to its grain size, and Figure 2.1 depicts 

the spectral reflectance of snow as a function of grain radius. The spectral reflectance of snow 

varies for different grain sizes (radius), and it in general decreases as the grain size (radius) 

increases. The signatures of reflectance of snow with different grain sizes tend to separate the most 

in the 1 - 1.2 µm portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, whereas they share similar signatures 
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in the portions of < 0.8 µm and >2.5 µm (Hall and Martinec, 1985). The reflectance of snow with 

different grain sizes reaches to the lowest point in the 1.9-2.1 µm range of the electromagnetic 

spectrum, indicating the greatest absorption in the near-infrared portion (Warren, 1982). Moreover, 

grain shape, age of snow, and impurity proportion also have impact on the scattering coefficient 

(Warren et al., 2006; Dietz et al., 2011).  

 

Figure 2.1. Spectral reflectance signatures of snow with different grain sizes (Adopted from Dietz 
et al., 2011)  
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     Albedo is the diffused reflectivity of a surface, which can be calculated as the ratio of reflected 

solar radiation from the surface to the incident radiation upon it (Strugnell & Lucht, 2001). The 

albedo of snow-covered sea ice is critical to determining the surface energy balance of the OSA 

system (Yackel and Barber, 2007). The albedo of snow is mostly affected by solar zenith angle, 

cloud cover, snow depth, and snow density (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). Generally, snow 

albedo increases as solar zenith angle (the angle between the local zenith and the line of sight from 

that point to the sun) increases. However, the effective zenith angle (50°) could be affected by 

cloud cover (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). Due to the ability of diffusing the direct solar radiation, 

cloud cover could increase snow albedo when the solar zenith angle is lower than 50° and decrease 

snow albedo when the solar zenith angle is greater than 50° (Hartmann, 1994). On the other hand, 

snow albedo is found to reach an asymptotic value when the snow depth is larger than a few 

centimeters (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). Figure 2.2 shows the typical albedo values for 

different surface feature types on sea ice (Perovich et al., 1996).  

 

Figure 2.2: Range of observed total albedos for features on sea ice (Perovich et. al., 1996) 
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2.3. Seasonal Evolution of snow covered FYI 

     The seasonal evolution of FYI throughout the annual cycle has been conveniently categorized 

into thermodynamic regimes based on the bulk average processes operating across the ocean-sea 

ice-atmosphere interface (Barber et al., 1994), namely freeze-up, winter, early melt, melt onset and 

advanced melt, sequentially (Figure 2.3). The initial freezing of the Arctic Ocean marks the 

beginning of freeze-up, which generally occurs between October and November due to the 

decreasing solar radiation and surface air temperature (Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971). As the 

solar radiation and surface temperature continue to decrease in December, the thin sea ice becomes 

thicker and a layer of snow begins to accumulate on its surface. Winter generally occurs from 

December to April, and FYI typically accumulates an increasingly thicker snow cover due to low 

solar radiation, cold temperatures, and precipitation throughout the winter from periodic storms 

(Barber, 2005).  

    In late April or May, the early melt stage begins as snow temperature increases with increasing 

solar input, and the diurnal temperature range in the snow cover increases. The following stage, 

melt onset, occurs in May or June, when liquid water begins to accumulate near the top of the snow 

cover and among the interstices of the snow grains within the snow volume. Snow water volume 

increases to the point where the gravity bonds break and the water drains freely to the base of the 

snow cover (pendular to funicular transition) (Colbeck, 1983; Barber et al., 1995). As snow 

continues to melt, ponds begins to appear (pond onset) on the FYI surface and the advanced melt 

stage begins. During this stage, a dynamic mosaic of melt ponds, bare ice and snow patches 

characterizes the FYI surface (Holt and Digby, 1985). As summer progresses, the ponds drain 

through the FYI, and ice will continue to melt and decay until open water prevails (Hanesiak et 

al., 2001; Eicken et al., 2002; Eicken et al., 2004)  
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Figure 2.3. Categorical structures of the general thermodynamic regimes representing the 

transition from freeze-up to advanced melt for snow covered FYI. Temperature profiles, including 

average temperature and diurnal temperature variation, are summarized from 7 years of measured 

in situ data. (Adapted from Barber and Yackel, 1999) 

 

2.3.1 Freeze-up 

     Generally, the freeze-up stage begins when solar radiation and air temperature start to decrease 

during days in October or November. Thin FYI (thickness) starts to grow on open water, and 

different stages of FYI development are initiated when air temperature stays below the freezing 

point (0ºC). Generally, under windy conditions, new ice development takes place with the 
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appearance of frazil, slush or columnar ice crystals near the top water column where heat loss is 

maximum. Any ice that is less than 10cm in thickness (could be in different formations) are 

considered as new ice.  Frazil ice, fine spicules or plates of ice, is the initial ice formation, and as 

freezing continues, it coagulates to form grease ice, a smooth and thin ice sheet. A thin layer of 

grease ice  then allows a secondary ice layer growth, which is known as congelation ice. On the 

other hand, during the new ice development, if any heavy snowfall occurs, slush ice would form 

from the mixture of snow and ocean water. Slush ice could then consolidate to shuga ice under the 

compressions of wind and ocean waves. As temperature decreases, thin ice continues to cool, 

merge and swell, which then forms Nilas. However, if the condition is very windy, pancake ice 

tends to form on rough ocean by piling the frazil ice or slush up the edges of pancakes because of 

periodic compressions at wave troughs.  

     While new ice forms, brine is trapped in grooves between dendrites of columnar ice crystals, 

and the drainage of brine happens simultaneously. Brine expulsion mostly happens downwards, 

draining into warmer underlying ice, whereas, for FYI, brine is also expelled upwards onto the ice 

surface and forms a thin liquid brine layer (Cox and Weeks, 1975). Frost flowers, which are formed 

by large hoar crystals, could grow on new ice surface under cold conditions. Generally, frost 

flowers are highly saline (almost 100%), and through them, brine could be wicked up due to the 

strong vapor pressure gradients between the atmosphere and sea ice/ocean (Martin, 1979; 

Hollinger et al., 1984; Tucker et al., 1992). The brine at the surface of FYI is then wicked up into 

its snow cover, resulting in brine-wetted snow cover (Crocker, 1984; Drinkwater and Crocker, 

1988).  
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2.3.2 Winter 

     During winter stage, ice thickens and the bulk salinity of FYI decreases (Cox and Weeks, 1975). 

Due to the decreasing incoming solar radiation and air temperature, the thin FYI grows into 

medium FYI (thickness), while the properties of FYI have no significant change throughout winter 

(December to April) due to little solar radiation. On the other hand, more frequent snowfalls occur 

over FYI during winter, and snow cover starts to cumulate resulting in thickness ranging from 5 

cm to 100 cm. However, FYI is only able to grow up to ~200 cm during winter, because snow 

cover acts as a good insulator between FYI and the atmosphere, which insulates FYI from the cold 

atmosphere. As FYI grows, it acts as a thermodynamic wall between the oceanic heat flux and the 

colder atmosphere above. Due to the low thermal conductivity of snow, a steep temperature 

gradient could be found in snow, which thus initiates the formation of basal snow layer grains. 

Generally, the snow/ice interface has the lowest temperature, and there is no significant diurnal 

temperature variations within FYI and its snow cover.  

2.3.3 Early Melt 

     Early melt occurs when there is considerable rise in the temperature or solar irradiance becomes 

a significant component of surface energy balance. It marks a transition period that starts with bulk 

snow metamorphism and ends with liquid water continuously present in snow (Livingstone et al., 

1987; Barber, 1993). The diurnal temperature variations within snow and upper portion of FYI 

volume increases during early melt. As temperature increases, the physical properties of both snow 

and FYI change dramatically; snow fastens its metamorphism, while brine volume, reconnections 

of brine pockets, and drainage channels increase in FYI (Mellor, 1977; Colbeck, 1982; Barber, 
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2005). On the other hand, the electrical properties in this period are mostly controlled by the diurnal 

variability of water in liquid phase (usually can be found during solar noon) within the snow cover 

and by the effect of changing volume temperature of the brine volumes in the snow cover and FYI. 

No significant change in the optical properties of snow occurs during early melt; the albedo of 

snow stays high throughout this stage, and shortwave radiation dominates at the snow surface 

(Perovich and Polashenski, 2012).  

2.3.4 Melt Onset 

     Melt onset is marked by having liquid water (2% by volume) continuously present in snow 

throughout the diurnal cycle (Colbeck, 1982). Due to the appearance of water (2-5 % by volume) 

in snow, the metamorphic processes accelerate, resulting in growth through polymorphic 

aggregation to larger particles and disappearance of smaller particles (Singh, 2001). This 

accelerated metamorphic processes could ultimately lead to decrease in surface albedo of snow 

cover (Perovich and Polashenski, 2012). Melt onset is sub-divided into two sub-regimes: pendular 

and funicular regimes, depending on how the water is held and distributed within the snow cover. 

In pendular regime, snow becomes saturated with liquid water and water is held between the 

interstices of the snow cover. Air occupies the continuous paths throughout the pore space and 

liquid water occurs in the form of isolated inclusions (Colbeck, 1982). However, after an amount 

of time (several days), water fills the continuous paths throughout pore space, and  gravity drainage 

of liquid water occurs due to the break of grain bonds, which marks as funicular regime.  

2.3.5 Advanced Melt 

     During advanced melt, snow cover gets saturated throughout its volume, which then leads to a 

rapidly melt of snow cover. Melt ponds form during the advanced melt stage as a result of the 
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melting of surface snow/ice, and the corresponding surface melt water collects over the low lying 

regions of the surface.  Ponding on the ice surface will continue as long as drainage systems within 

FYI allow less surface drainage than is created by new freshwater inputs from the melt of the 

surrounding snow and surface ice (Holt and Digby, 1985). Melt pond fractions on FYI could range 

from zero percent before pond onset (~mid-June) to as high as 80% several days/weeks later (July) 

before reducing through the drainage mechanism to near zero by mid-August. The variation in 

melt pond fractions on FYI is affected by ice roughness, proximity to land and snow distribution 

pattern before melt (Holt and Digby, 1985; Barber and Yackel, 1999). Due to the relatively low 

albedo of melt ponds, the appearance of melt pond lowers the albedo of FYI dramatically (Perovich 

et al., 2002a; Grenfell and Perovich, 2004). The decreased albedo of FYI affects the shortwave 

radiation exchange at ice surface, which then affects the amount and partitioning of solar energy 

in the sea ice-ocean system (Maykut and Perovich, 1987).  

     Generally, drainage happens during late advanced melt, and it usually begins through seal holes, 

cracks and leads. Drainage could be affected by various factors, such as mechanical factors, 

thermodynamic factors, and shortwave energy (Maykut and Perovich, 1987, Moritz and Perovich, 

1996). After drainage, ponded ice (the left-out ice) reforms a surface scattering layer of loose 

decaying ice crystals, which has albedo as high as bare ice (Perovich et al., 2002). Finally, break-

up occurs once the ice becomes mechanically weak as a result of full connection of brine drainage 

and meltwater channels, and it is usually triggered by strong winds during a summer storm. 
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2.4. Snow Cover on FYI 

2.4.1 Brine-wetting 

     The snow cover on FYI wicks brine from the underlying sea ice surface, creating a brine-wetted 

snow layer that usually constitutes the basal snow layer with typical snow salinities of 1-20‰ 

(Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988; Barber at al., 1995). Although the brine-wetted snow layer may 

only contain small quantities of brine, its dielectric properties have significant implications for 

microwave emission and scattering (Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988). Moreover, brine-wetted snow 

has a thermal sensitivity which can be exploited to estimate snow thickness (Barber and Thomas, 

1998).   

2.4.2 Snow thermodynamics 

     Snow cover plays a critical role in the thermodynamic response of the FYI to both atmospheric 

and oceanic forcing (Brown and Cote, 1992). Due to its low thermal conductivity, snow cover acts 

as a good insulator controlling the growth of FYI during winter accretion and its ablation during 

spring-summer melt.  The thermal conductivity of snow is relatively low (i.e., the thermal 

conductivity of fresh snow can reach 0.025 Wm-1K-1), and it varies with snow density and snow 

grain type. Snow thermal conductivity is highly dependent on density, grain size and snow 

structure, and it can change dramatically in time (Taillandier et al., 2006; Domine et al., 2008). 

Thermal conductivity is density-dependent for snow grains that are rounded and well-bonded, 

while for more angular snow grain types, snow thermal conductivity is almost independent of 

density (Sturm et al., 1997). 
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     For the snow cover on FYI, snow grain type plays a much more important role than snow 

density, which allows mean thermal conductivity values to be used in general (Sturm et al., 2002). 

The mean thermal conductivity values of snow range from 0.78 to 0.29 Wm-1ºK-1, which makes 

snow a good insulator (Sturm et al., 2002). Brine-wetting tends to have an effect on the snow’s 

thermal conductivity, which appears as a net increase of up to 50% (Crocker, 1984). 

          

2.5. Active Microwave & Optical Remote Sensing of Sea ice 

2.5.1. Active Microwave Remote Sensing 

     Satellite-based microwave remote sensing has become an effective means for monitoring snow-

cover on sea ice. The wavelengths of microwave range from approximately 1 mm to 1 m, and 

because of the long wavelengths, microwave radiation can penetrate through cloud cover, haze, 

dust and rainfall. Compared to visible and infrared radiations, which have shorter wavelengths, 

microwave radiation is less susceptible to atmospheric scattering. This allows detection of 

microwave energy under most weather and environmental conditions, which is ideal for 

investigating polar regions such as the Arctic.  

Active microwave remote sensors can generate and transmit microwave-length energy towards 

the surface of snow-covered sea ice over a range of incidence angles, and this energy interacts with 

volume inhomogeneities and surface roughness characteristics of snow-covered sea ice, and is 

scattered back to the sensor (Barber and LeDrew, 1994). The microwave backscatter coefficient 

(sigma nought σo) expresses the intensity of backscattered microwave energy per unit area received 

by the receiving radar antenna (Barber and LeDrew, 1994). σo changes with changes in the 
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dielectric properties (dielectric permittivity and loss), surface roughness, and dielectric gradient 

(Barber and LeDrew, 1994). Among all the active microwave remote sensors, the Synthetic 

Aperture Radar (SAR) is the most widely used due to its fine spatial resolution and various 

polarization configurations. On the other hand, space-borne scatterometers (e.g., ASCAT) can 

provide high temporal resolution data over a larger coverage area (although at much coarser spatial 

resolution), which is important for monitoring the seasonal evaluation of snow-covered sea ice 

melt transitions.  

2.5.2 Optical Remote Sensing  

        The albedo of the snow cover on sea ice is important in terms of energy exchange of sea ice 

across the OSA system. Generally, the albedo of the snow cover on sea ice can be measured by 

optical remote sensors (e.g., MODIS). As mentioned earlier in Section 2.2.3, the albedo of snow 

depends upon physical properties of snow, and typically, it decreases as the snow season 

progresses. During winter-summer transit season, precipitation events can significantly affect the 

albedo of snow-covered sea ice (Perovich et al., 2002). Also, at visible wavelengths (400nm to 

750nm), the albedo of snow-covered sea ice decreases steadily as fractional coverage of melt ponds 

occur (Yackel et al., 2000). Even though albedo can be easily measured remotely using optical 

remote sensing satellites, it is also highly affected by weather, which makes near-real-time remote-

sensing estimates of sea ice albedo in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum difficult 

(Yackel et al., 2007).  
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2.6. Microwave Backscatter and Albedo Interactions with Seasonally Evolving Snow-covered FYI  

2.6.1 Microwave Backscatter 

     Active microwave interactions with snow-covered FYI are a function of snow and ice electro-

thermo-physical properties (Barber et al., 1998; Barber and Nghiem, 1999). The temporal 

evolution of the microwave backscatter coefficient (sigma nought σo) illustrates a significant 

amount of information regarding the thermodynamic characteristics of seasonally evolving snow-

covered FYI (Barber et al., 1994; Barber et al., 1995; Grenfell et al., 1998). During winter and 

early melt, σo from FYI is low and stable (Figure 2.6). Smoother FYI produces a lower σo than 

rougher forms of FYI. σo occasionally oscillates during winter in accordance with changes in the 

atmospheric heat flux, which causes an increase in volume scattering from the basal snow grains 

(Livingstone and Drinkwater, 1991; Barber et al., 1995; Barber and Thomas, 1998; Barber and 

Nghiem, 1999). The overall magnitude of scattering from snow-covered FYI is contributed by ice 

surface microscale roughness, snow grain size, and brine volume determines the overall magnitude 

of scattering (Barber and Nghiem, 1999).  

     During early melt, with the continued increase in air temperature and snow volume temperature 

approaching -5°C, brine volume in the snow basal layer increases as the snow grains (and 

interstices) are coated by the brine. It increases the dielectric constant and contributes to a rapid 

increase in surface scattering as snow temperature continues to warm and approach 0oC 

(Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988; Barber et al., 1994; Golden et al., 1998). Therefore, melt onset is 

denoted by a sharp increase in σo (Figure 2.6), due to increasing volume scattering in snow and 

surface scattering with increases (2% by volume) in liquid water content (Livingstone and 

Drinkwater, 1991; Barber et al., 1995).  
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     When the snow cover on FYI is thick enough, there is a distinct dip in σ° corresponding to the 

transition from the pendular and funicular snow regimes (Colbeck, 1982). This gravity related 

process marks a reduction of liquid water in the top snow layers coincident with an increase in the 

liquid water at the base of the snow cover (Barber et al., 1995). This liquid water drainage within 

the snow cover due leads to reductions of both the volume scattering and snow surface scattering 

during the funicular regime.  

     During advanced melt, σ° increases over the ponding period (Figure 2.6) as the overall increase 

in liquid water content on the sea ice surface increases causing an increase in the dielectric 

constant. σo decreases as the ice begins to drain the surface water leaving a lower dielectric snow 

and ice patch mosaic on the surface. When the sea ice surface is fully ponded, the scattering from 

melt ponds increases when wind roughen pond water surface (Barber et al., 1995; Yackel and 

Barber, 2000; Scharien et al., 2014).  

 

2.6.2 Albedo 

 Similar to backscatter, snow albedo on FYI is also largely dominated by the existence of water 

in liquid phase (Barber and LeDrew, 1994). Snow albedo has a large dependence on grain size, 

and it decreases at all wavelengths as the grain size increases, because larger grains are both more 

absorptive and can forward more scattering than smaller grains (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). 

When the liquid water in the snow cover increases, it replaces the air between the ice grains 

(Colbeck, 1975). Since the spectral refractive index of liquid water is very close to that of ice 

(~5µm), this replacement of air by liquid water between ice grains can thus increase the effective 

grain size (Irvine and Pollack, 1968). Therefore, spectral albedo exhibits a general decrease for all 
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wavelengths as liquid water content increases, which continues as the melt season progresses 

(Grenfell and Perovich, 2004).  

During winter, the cold snow cover on FYI shows high and stable albedo (Figure 2.6). When 

FYI is snow covered, the albedo is almost completely determined by the snow cover, depending 

on the thickness of the snow (Grenfell and Perovich, 2004). Once snow cover is thicker than 3 cm, 

the albedo of FYI can be as high as 0.95, especially in the case of new meteoric snow (Brandt et 

al., 2005). When the snow temperature approaches 0oC, the snow cover begins to melt, and liquid 

water appears within and/or on the snow cover, which decreases the albedo slightly suggesting 

melt onset (Perovich and Polashenski, 2012) (Figure 2.6). A rapid, large decrease in albedo occurs 

at the beginning of advanced melt as melt ponds begin to form, due to the appearance of standing 

water on the surface. Albedo then decreases over time as the melt ponds gradually widen and 

deepen, and the ice underlying the ponds thins, causing the albedo of the open ocean to fluctuate 

as a function of wind speed (Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6. Seasonal evolution of the σo (solid line) and albedo (dashed line) for FYI over the 

seasonal periods spanning the annual sea-ice cycle. (Adapted from Livingstone et al. (1987), 

Barber et al. (1995) and Yackel et al. (2007)) 
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2.7 Snow-Melt Modelling  

     There are two fundamental categories of snow melt models for daily or shorter time steps; 

namely energy balance and temperature-index approaches. Energy balance approaches attempt to 

quantify each term in the energy balance equation, to simulate the energy fluxes within the 

snowpack (Hock, 2003). However, this method is very data intensive. An alternative is the 

temperature-index approaches, with the most common of these being the degree-day model, 

which is based on the assumption of an empirical relationship between air temperature and melt 

rate (Hock, 2003). The degree-day model has been widely used and refined since 1887 in an 

Alpine glacier by Finsterwalder and Schunk in snowmelt calculations for almost 60 years (e.g., 

Clyde, 1931; Collins, 1934; Hoinkes and Steinacker, 1975; Kustas et al., 1994; Rango et al., 

1995; Kane et al., 1997). The degree-day model maintains its popularity due to limited data (air 

temperature only) requirements, and has provided good model performance (e.g., Rango et al., 

1995; Hock, 2003) and computational simplicity (Kustas et al., 1994). A major limitation of this 

model, once initiated, is that it is not able to account for cooling in the snowpack when 

temperature gets below 0°C overnight or for continuous days (Kuusisto, 1984).  

     Since the degree-day model is purely based on the relationship between air temperature and 

melting rate, the model works well only when a strong correlation can be found between the air 

temperature and the energy flux responsible for melt (Kane et al., 1997). Except for air 

temperature, this model requires two site-specific coefficients, including a threshold air 

temperature offset and a melt coefficient (also referred to as the degree-day factor, DDF). The 

values of the threshold temperature are usually below 0°C because some ablation can occur 
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through radiative melt when the air temperature is below freezing. This temperature offset is 

lower than regular snow melt temperatures (i.e., -0.2°C in Kane et al., 1997) because in this 

study, a microwave approach is able to detect snow melt earlier due to the sensitivity of 

microwaves to small amounts of water in a snow cover.  

     For the melt coefficient, results from previous studies reveal large variability from site to site, 

and reported melt coefficients are mostly from glaciers and snow-covered basins on land, yet 

none has been reported for the snow cover on sea ice. Generally, direct measurements (e.g., 

Kustas et al., 1994; Braithwaite et al., 1998) and melt obtained by energy balance computations 

(e.g., Arendt and Sharp, 1999) are the two ways of computing melt coefficients. In addition, 

values of melt coefficients might be sensitive to the temporal average that is used (Arnold and 

MacKay, 1964), and when temperature fluctuates around the freezing point, using daily mean 

temperature could be misleading, resulting in overestimated melt coefficients (Hock, 2003). In 

this study, we calibrate the melt coefficient for our study site (snow covered FYI) using in-situ 

observations including snow depth and melt duration, and hourly on-ice air temperature is used 

to run the model.  
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Chapter Three: Methodology 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the study area, data and detailed methodology that are used in this study. 

The following flowchart depicts the major processes of the methodology, which is basically 

separated in to three sections: 1) MO detection using time-series ASCAT; 2) PO detection using 

time-series MODIS and 3) Degree-day snowmelt modeling.    

  

Figure 3.1. Flowchart of the methodology  
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3.2 Study area  

     The region under investigation is snow covered landfast first-year sea ice, located in Dease 

Strait (69º07'N, 105º03'W), near Cambridge Bay (CB), Nunavut, Canada (Figure 3.1). During 

the last freeze-up period, the ice in this region formed from north to south in general, and 

especially in the bay area, ice formed earliest. The sampling area is mostly covered by relatively 

smooth FYI; however, some areas did contain ice ridges as well as rougher FYI, which is 

observed both in-situ and visually from optical satellite image (Background Landsat image in 

Figure 3.1). 20 study sites were pre-selected prior to the start of the study, which cover the range 

of various FYI surface roughness types within the Dease Strait. All of the sites were located 

sufficiently far away (min 5km) from coastlines to avoid possible land contamination within the 

satellite data. All of the in-situ snow measurements acquired for validation in this study were 

collected during the Ice Covered Ecosystem-Cambridge Bay Process Studies (ICE-CAMPS; 

http://umanitoba.ca/faculties/environment/departments/ceos/research/1197.html) field campaign, 

2014.   

http://umanitoba.ca/faculties/environment/departments/ceos/research/1197.html
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Figure 3.2. Study area map indicating the location of the 20 sample site locations on snow 

covered smooth first-year sea ice within Dease Strait near Cambridge Bay, NU. The background 

image is Landsat 8 band 3, 2 and 1 composite (natural color) acquired on June 22, 2014.    
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3.3 Data  

3.3.1 ASCAT 

     ASCAT (Advanced SCATterometer ASCAT) is an active microwave advanced scatterometer 

aboard the polar-orbiting European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites 

(EUMETSAT) satellites: MetOp-A and MetOp-B, launched in 2006 and 2012, respectively. 

ASCAT is a real aperture radar (RAR), transmitting pulses in vertical co-polarization (VV) and 

operating in C-band at 5.255 GHz. It has two sets of three fan-beam antennae measuring the 

returned backscatter signal (σ°) at incident angles between 25° and 65°. The antennae extend on 

either side of the instrument, which results in a double swath of observations, each 550 km wide, 

separated by a gap of approximately 360 km (Figa-Saldaña et al., 2002). ASCAT provides a daily 

80% global imaging coverage, and is capable for ‘all-times’ surface measurements due to its 

efficient penetration of atmosphere and clouds, and independence of solar illumination (Mortin et 

al., 2013).  

     The ASCAT standard backscatter product has nominal spatial resolution of  25 or 50 km with 

very high temporal resolution (multiple passes a day). However, to achieve a small-scale (e.g., 

local scale) investigation, a resolution-enhanced product provided by the Brigham Young 

University (BYU) Microwave Earth Remote Sensing (MERS) Laboratory is utilized in this study 

(Lindsley and Long, 2010). The Scatterometer Image Reconstruction (SIR) algorithm is applied 

to enhance the resolution to 4.45km, which composites the side lobes and overlap of 

measurements using several overpasses made over the pole during a day (Early & Long, 2001; 

Lindsley & Long, 2010; Long et al., 1993). A true reconstruction algorithm named SIR has been 
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applied to several microwave instruments and is distributed by the Scatterometer Climate Record 

Pathfinder project (Mortin et al., 2014). The temporal resolution of this SIR data is sufficient for 

studying the seasonal transitions of snow cover on FYI (Mortin et al., 2014). In this study, the 

daily all-passes product used is pre-normalized to 40° incidence angle, and is discussed in detail 

in a following section 3.3.1.   

3.3.2 MODIS BRDF/Albedo Product (MCD43A) 

     The MODIS MCD43A product combines data acquired from the Moderate Resolution 

Imaging Spectroradiometer launched on both Terra and Aqua satellites by NASA in 1999 and 

2002, respectively. The standard MCD43A product includes the weighting parameters that are 

associated with the BRDF model, which describes the reflectance anisotropy of each pixel of a 

500m resolution image (Lucht et al., 2000; Schaaf et al., 2002). 16 days of clear sky, multi-angle 

high quality surface reflectance from both Terra and Aqua are utilized to obtain sufficient 

angularly well distributed observations to fit the BRDF model (Gao et al., 2001; Roy et al., 2006; 

Wanner et al., 1997). The BRDF model utilizes the weighted sum of isotropic, volumetric and 

geometric parameters to describe the reflectance anisotropy (Schaaf et al., 2002).  

      In this study, we use the MODIS DB BRDF/albedo V006 daily product provided by Boston 

University. This DB MCD43A3 is operated in a daily rolling mode to provide more frequent 

surface albedos than the current standard product (Wang et al., 2012). It has a spatial resolution 

of 250 m and is designed to capture rapid surface changes including regional vegetation 

phenology and snow melt. The MCD43A3 daily retrieval uses a moving window of the 

surrounding 16-days observations and strongly emphasizes the day of interest (center date of the 

16 days) with higher weights during the retrieval. Albedo is calculated by integrating the 
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hemisphere BRDF. A magnitude inversion is performed for each day and the full inversions from 

the 16-day daily mode are used as the a priori information for the next succeeding day (Wang et 

al., 2012). Several studies have shown that, in general, the magnitude inversion can perform well 

under normal situations (Jin et al., 2003a,b; Liu et al., 2009; Salomon et al., 2006). The 

MCD43A3 product used in this study provides four bands, including a visible (620 nm-670 nm) 

and a near-infrared (841 nm-876 nm) band for both bi-hemispherical reflectance (white-sky 

albedo WSA) and directional–hemispherical reflectance (black-sky albedo BSA) at local solar 

noon. We selected the visible band for WSA in this study due to snow having a stronger response 

to visible spectrum than to NIR spectrum. We note that the WSA has the angular dependency 

removed.  

3.3.3 In-situ Snow Depth Measurements  

     Snow depth measurements for 20 study sites were acquired on April 19th, 20th, and 22nd, 

during ICE-CAMPS 2014 (Table 1). Snow depth at each study site was measured using a hand 

ruler, and sampling was conducted in an “L” shape transect for each site. Within each “L” 

transect, one 200m transect line was selected parallel to the predominant snowdrift, and the other 

200 m transect line acquired perpendicular to the snowdrift pattern at roughly 1-meter interval. 

For each study site, the parallel transect line is generally oriented from SW to NE, while the 

perpendicular transect line is oriented from NW to SE. Snow depth was measured every one 

meter along the two linear transect lines for each study site, which results in 400 snow depth 

measurements at each of the 20 sites (Figure 3.2). The measured snow depth through the Dease 

Strait ranges from 2 cm to 59 cm, and the mean snow depth for the 20 study sites varies from 12 

to 18 cm.  
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Figure 3.3. Example of snow thickness distribution at field site B2: 2014-04-20, n = 400.  
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Table 3.1. Study sites locations, snow thickness and dates of measurements. Longitude and 

latitude for each site represents the center of the site.  

 

Site ID Date Snow thickness ± stdev (cm) Longitude Latitude 

A1 19/04/2014   16.1 ± 10.9 -105.415 69.027 

A2 19/04/2014 14.5 ± 5.9 -105.388 69.045 

A3 19/04/2014 12.3 ± 5.4 -105.394 69.0007 

A4 19/04/2014 15.0 ± 4.9 -105.311 69.0525 

A5 19/04/2014 13.1 ± 8.0 -105.346 68.990 

A6 19/04/2014 14.6 ± 6.2 -105.291 69.025 

A7 19/04/2014 12.5 ± 4.8 -105.264 69.042 

A8 19/04/2014 13.9 ± 6.2 -105.242 69.015 

A9 19/04/2014 14.7 ± 5.6 -105.215 69.0328 

B1 20/04/2014 13.6 ± 4.9 -105.621 68.9781 

B2 20/04/2014 14.8 ± 8.3 -105.599 68.951 

B3 20/04/2014 12.2 ± 4.6 -105.573 68.968 

B4 20/04/2014 14.2 ± 5.9 -105.545 68.985 

B5 20/04/2014 15.3 ± 6.5 -105.524 68.958 

B6 20/04/2014 18.0 ± 7.4 -105.497 68.9759 

C1 22/04/2014 17.8 ± 8.2 -105.483 68.904 

C2 22/04/2014 15.4 ± 6.1 -105.462 68.877 

C3 22/04/2014 14.1 ± 8.0 -105.441 68.8502 

C4 22/04/2014 14.5 ± 8.1 -105.420 68.823 

C5 22/04/2014 12.6 ± 7.3 -105.400 68.796 
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3.3.4 Meteorological data 

     From April 25th to June 26th, 2014, an autonomous 2.75 m tall micro-meteorological station, 

equipped to monitor on-ice air temperature, wind speed and direction, relative humidity, 

atmospheric pressure, and down-welling and up-welling radiation fluxes, measured at 1-second 

intervals was installed on the sea ice (Figure 3.3). The instrument was inoperable from May 1st to 

May 7th. The on-ice temperature at the micro-meteorological station ranged from −18°C to +4°C 

during May 2014 and ranged from −11°C to +7°C during June 2014.  

     Precipitation data are acquired from the Environment Canada Cambridge Bay weather station 

(69.108N, 105.338W), which is terrestrially located about 10 to 40 km from our study sites. Less 

than 1 cm snow fall was recorded in early April and over 20 cm snow fall was recorded in May 

(Figure 3.3). However, strong winds occurred for most of the time in May and early June, which 

likely caused significant snow redistribution, resulting in changes to the field site snow sampling 

areas.  
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Figure 3.4. Time series of air temperature acquired at the on ice meteorological station and 

precipitation acquired on land at the Cambridge Bay weather station.  
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3.4 Time-series ASCAT 

3.4.1 Incidence Angle Correction  

     In the acquired ASCAT data, as provided in the SIR format, we observed a five-day cyclical 

behavior that does not reflect physical changes in surface conditions. During SIR format 

construction, the original backscatter is normalized to 40° incidence angle, based on daily 

estimates of incidence angle dependency using all passes for that day (Long et al., 1993). During 

cold winter conditions (before 2014-05-11), the incidence angle dependency follows a distinct 

five-day cycle (Figure 3.4A); the cycling is less obvious during the melt phase (after 2014-05-

11). For FYI during winter, a consistent incidence angle slope is expected (Mäkynen, et al., 

2002). Therefore, the varying incidence angle slope affects the resultant backscatter at the 

nominal 40° (Figure 3.4B), creating a five-day cycle that can be observed in the backscatter until 

approximately 2014-05-10. 

     To reduce the effects of the varying incidence angle slope, we subtract the daily incidence 

angle slope adjustment from the observed backscatter as a function of the mean daily incidence 

angle, which also varies on a five-day cycle using Equation 1 

 

  bjaa )40( −−=′       Equation 1 

 

where, a is the mean backscatter in dB (pre-normalized to 40°) provided in the SIR product;  j is 

the mean daily incidence angle; and b is the mean daily incidence angle slope. 
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We then normalize the backscatter to 49° incidence angle by applying a consistent incidence 

angle slope of 0.29/° using Equation 2 

 

  29.0)49(0 ⋅−+′= jaadjσ      Equation 2 

 

     A slope of 0.29/° is used because it is midway between reported values for smooth FYI during 

dry winter and wet melt periods (Mäkynen, et al., 2002), which are both relevant to our study. 

Applying this value also minimizes the pre-melt backscatter standard deviation, supporting its 

use. An incidence angle of 49° is used for normalization as it represents the mean incidence 

angle for the study area and period, and thus minimizes the adjustment needed during 

normalization.  

     Equations 1 and 2 considerably reduce the five-day cycling, with winter backscatter 

exhibiting a characteristic time series after their application (Figure 3.4C). 
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Figure 3.5A. Mean daily incidence angle slope used to adjust ASCAT scatterometer 

measurements from first-year sea ice in Dease Strait, Nunavut, for three test sites (a single pixel 

for each site): Site A (green), Site B (red) and Site C (purple). 
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Figure 3.5B. Mean daily backscatter reported by SIR product, normalized to 40° incidence angle, 

for sea ice in Dease Strait, Nunavut, for three test sites (a single pixel for each site): Site A 

(green), Site B (red) and Site C (purple). 
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Figure 3.5C. Mean daily backscatter from sea ice in Dease Strait, Nunavut, for Test Site C (a 

single pixel for the site). The green line is the SIR backscatter normalized to 40°. The purple line 

is the backscatter normalized to 49° following removal of original incidence angle slope, based 

on equations A and B.  
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3.4.2 Melt-onset detection  

     Pre-melt conditions on snow covered FYI as detected by C-band active microwave can be 

described as low and stable σ° values that are typical of winter sea ice scattering (Livingstone et 

al., 1987; Barber et al., 1994). ASCAT melt onset (MO) over smooth FYI is identified by the first 

‘sharp upturn’ from the stable winter period (pre-melt). This upturn is attributed to increased 

volume scattering due to the appearance of liquid water held between snow grains and increased 

brine volumes in association with rapidly growing large snow grains in the basal layer (Barber et 

al., 1995). To avoid false alarms in the detection of MO, we set a minimum daily mean air 

temperature threshold at −5 °C, as snow is unlikely to experience melting below that temperature 

(Mahmud et al., 2016). To identify the transition from winter to MO, we use the change 

threshold (Δσ°TR) of 2.8dB adopted from Mahmud et al., 2016, which is calculated specifically 

for FYI based on C-band backscatter of snow covered sea ice in the Canadian Arctic from 1997 

to 2014. We identify the MO date the day  Δσ°TR  reaches and/or crosses 2.8dB for the first time 

(Equation 3). 

Δσ° = σ°- σ°Mean                                                                                                  Equation 3 

 

If Δσ°≥ Δσ°TR, MO detected 

If Δσ°< Δσ°TR, No MO detected                                                         

where σ° is the backscatter value of the first “sharp upturn” day; σ°Mean is the mean winter 

backscatter calculated based on the April and early May σ°, when temperature is below -5°C.  
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3.5 Time-series MODIS Band 1 WSA 

Pond-onset (PO) detection 

    As described earlier in Section 2.6.2, the albedo of snow covered FYI is high and stable (~0.8) 

throughout winter and early melt, and slightly drops in the melt onset transition; however, 

dramatic changes appear as soon as ponding begins (PO). Given this sensitivity, we use albedo 

from the daily MCD43 A3 product to identify PO. Generally, a rapid, large decrease in albedo 

occurs as melt ponds form in the days to weeks following PO; albedo decreases from about 0.8 

to as low as 0.2 (Polashenski et al., 2012). There is then a subsequent rapid rebound of albedo (to 

as high as 0.6) due to surface water drainage coincident with a decrease in pond fraction 

(Perovich and Polashenski, 2012). Because the albedo of bare ice is much higher than that of 

melt ponds, albedo increases as soon as drainage occurs.    

     To properly ascertain surface albedo at PO, we calculate a threshold albedo using the linear 

function adapted from Morassutti and Ledrew, 1995 to identify PO. The linear function 

associates sea-ice albedo to the fractional areal extent of melt ponds, and in this study, we 

assume 10% pond fraction at PO. Table 2 summarizes regression coefficients from studies that 

statistically associate estimates of areal sea-ice albedo with fractional melt pond coverage via the 

of linear regression equations. We use 10% pond fraction as input of all the listed linear 

regression equations and take the average of the calculated albedos as our PO albedo threshold. 

Equations 4 and 5 describe the PO threshold albedo calculation:  

Ai = A0 - Al *P                                                                         Equation 4 

ATR = 
∑A𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛                                              Equation 5 
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where A0 and Al are the regression coefficients from Table 3.2; P=0.1 is the assumed pond 

fraction at PO; ATR is the PO threshold albedo; n=5 is the count of the regression equations.  

     The calculated albedo threshold for PO is then used as a filter applied to the time series 

MODIS albedo data, and a specific PO date is obtained for each pixel throughout our study area. 

This date is then used as input to the degree-day model to estimate a pixel-based snow thickness 

distribution.    

 

Table 3.2. Regression coefficients for PO albedo calculation from previous studies.  

A0 A1 Reference Locality Pond area determination 

0.65 0.38 Hanson (1961) Beaufort and Chukchi Seas Aircraft reconnaissance 

0.49 0.30 Langleben (1969) Tanquary Fiord, Ellesmere Island Photographs from high towers 

0.59 0.32 Langleben (1971) Tanquary Fiord, Ellesmere Island Photographs from high towers 

0.56 0.34 Grenfell and Maykut (1977) Port Barrow, Alaska, Beaufort Sea Theoretical 

0.70 0.41 Grenfell and Maykut (1977) Port Barrow, Alaska, Beaufort Sea Theoretical 

 

Adapted from Morassutti and Ledrew, 1995; regression coefficients (A0, A1) for a linear function 

Ai = A0 - Al *P that associates sea-ice albedo (Ai) to the fractional areal extent of melt ponds (P). 
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3.6 Snow Melt Model 

     A simple degree-day model at an hourly time step is chosen to estimate the snow thickness in 

late winter immediately prior to MO. The degree-day model is described via Equation 6 (Kane et 

al., 1997) 

   M = C0 (Ta – T0) /s                                                        Equation 6 

where M is snowmelt (mm/h); C0 is the melt coefficient (mm/d°C) to be calibrated; Ta is hourly 

air temperature; T0 is the threshold air temperature coefficient which is -0.44°C (Mahmud et al., 

2016); and s is the time steps (24 hours).  

     C0, the melt coefficient is calibrated using in-situ PO observation and snow thickness 

measurements. PO was visually observed in situ on June 17th, 2014, at 69°01'48.6"N 

105°20'10.8"W (Aura Diaz; personal communication). Three surrounding study sites (B2, B6 and 

C3) are located in close proximity to the PO observation site (~2 km away). The mean snow 

thickness of the three sites is 15.6±8.2 cm; this is used to represent the snow thickness of the PO 

observation site. With the snow thickness measurements and the count of hours from MO to PO, 

a site specific C0 for the degree-day model is calibrated. The model is then run on the PO detection 

results derived from MODIS albedo data, and a pixel-basis snow thickness distribution map is 

made, based on the modeled snow thickness.  

     To assess the performance of the model, several statistics were employed in the accuracy 

assessment. The snow thickness data from the remaining 17 study sites are used to test the 

model, and produce an accuracy assessment. The mean bias error (MBE) and the root mean 

square error (RMSE) are computed and expressed as a percentage of measured mean.   
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Chapter Four: Results and Discussion 

 

 

4.1 ASCAT Time Series 

     A time-series graph of daily mean air temperature is plotted coincident with the time-series 

evolution of σ° from ASCAT over three smooth FYI sites with different snow thickness from 

April to June (Figure 4.1A). The vertical grey dashed line on the figure depicts the ASCAT-

detected MO date (May 24th), consistent with a sharp rise in σ° from its winter mean (σ°Mean). 

We begin the analysis of the pre-melt period (winter) on April 1 and run to May 23rd. This period 

exhibits low, relatively stable σ° conditions (~ -21dB), while air temperatures are consistently 

below -5°C. The stable low winter σ° level for FYI can likely be attributed to low scattering from 

smooth interfaces between snow and sea ice and to microwave absorption by the brine-wetted 

basal snow layers (Barber and Nghiem, 1999; Howell at al., 2006). ASCAT σ° from FYI exhibits 

many small variations during winter. These variations in σ° are likely in response to air 

temperature changes, with differences as a function of snow thickness. The variation of σ° is a 

function of differences in volume scattering from geophysical changes to the brine-wetted snow 

at the base of snowpack, and upper layer (few mm) of sea ice, due to temperature influences 

(Barber, 2005). Since thick snow could dampen temperature variations at the base of snowpack 

relative to thinner snow, the σ° signature of the thinnest site in Figure 4.1A (red line) fluctuates 

the most during winter.  

     MO for FYI is identified by the first sharp upturn in ASCAT σ° from stable winter conditions; 
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this occurs on May 23rd (Figure 4.1A). We locate the earliest backscatter changes larger than 

2.8dB from stable winter σ° condition using the threshold detection algorithm from Mahmud et 

al., 2016. With increasing temperature, the dielectric contrast at air/snow interface causes surface 

scattering to become a dominant factor, but still with a contribution from volume scattering from 

moist snow and brine-wetted snow at base (Langlois and Barber, 2007). This continues until May 

27th, when even more warming (~0°C) likely causes the air/snow interface to become wet, and 

now surface scattering dominates, with little volume scattering, which causes a decrease in σ°. 

After the temperature peak on May 29th, the temperature of snow surface decreases and becomes 

low enough to allow volume scattering to contribute more again. The σ° continues to increase 

until snow grains cannot hold more liquid water, and snow funicular drainage starts due to 

gravity, which decreases σ° until June 17th, which is likely PO based on ASCAT signature.  

 

4.2 MODIS MCD43 Albedo Time Series 

     Time-series albedo from daily MODIS MCD43 in conjunction with precipitation data is 

plotted for three smooth FYI sites (same as the ones shown in ASCAT section) in the study time 

frame, plus a two weeks’ extension (until July 14th) to show albedo character in advanced melt 

stage (Figure 4.1B). The time series MODIS albedo for all 20 study sites can be found in 

Appendix A. The vertical grey dashed line on the figure depicts the MODIS MCD43-detected 

PO date for these three sites, which happens to be on the same day (June 17th), consistent with a 

sharp drop in albedo from 0.80 to 0.50 within one day. During the cold period in April and early 

May before MO, MODIS albedo is consistently above 0.9 for all the sites, and albedos at all 

three sites are similar because of the snow cover.  The a few variations during the cold period 
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could be associate with snow falls, which may increase albedo slightly.  

     Around MO (May 24th), the albedo experiences a minor decreasing from approximately 0.93 

to 0.87, which can be associated with coarsening of snow grains and liquid water increasing 

within snowpack (Grenfell and Perovich, 2004). However, the albedo does not continue to drop 

after MO due to several snow falls right after MO. The temperature continues to be near the 

freezing point, and together with the snow falls, the albedo increases slightly and remains mostly 

steady in the following two weeks.  On June 13, air temperatures exceeding 0°C and a rain event 

cause the albedo to decrease rapidly. On June 17th, the albedo for the three sites all reach the 

threshold albedo of 0.58 for PO. At PO albedo drops to a mixed-pixel signature for melt ponds 

and snow/ice patches. The reason that all three sites with different snow thickness reach PO on 

the same day is likely caused by the rain event on June 17th(which affected all three sites). The 

rain event, in conjunction with air warm temperatures (~3°C), caused albedo to drop rapidly. 

However, for sites B6 and C2, albedo drops during the rain event, but it rebounds back up again 

the next day. While for site B3, its albedo drops to 0.19 in the days after the rain event. The 

reason for this phenomenon could be that the rain water in the thicker snow sites drains the next 

day, and thus albedo rebounds. However, the thin snow cover at site B3 has likely melted out 

during the rain event, leaving shallow ponds on the site making the albedo as low as 0.19. After 

PO, once the snow cover was gone, shallow melt ponds formed at all three sites, causing the 

albedo to decrease further. The melting continues until June 24th, 26th and July 3rd, when albedo 

reaches to the lowest point for site C2, B3 and B6, respectively, and then the albedo remains 

steady for a couple days before the following drainage (July 4th) happens, in which the albedo of 

FYI increases. 
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Figure 4.1A. Time series of normalized daily ASCAT backscatter are plotted for site B2, B6 and 

C3 in conjunction with daily max air temperature data. MO for these three sample sites is 

marked as a grey dash lined note bar.      
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Figure 4.1B. Time series of daily MODIS albedo for site B2, B6 and C3 in conjunction with 

daily precipitation data acquired from the Cambridge Bay Airport weather station. PO for these 

three sample sites is marked as a grey dash lined note bar.      
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4.3 Degree-day snowmelt model 

     For the Degree-day snow melt model used in this study, C0, the melt coefficient is calibrated 

to be 9.7 mm/d°C using in-situ PO observation and snow thickness measurements. Comparing to 

the melt coefficients from glacier and snow on lake ice studies (e.g., Kane et al., 1997; Hughes 

and Braithwaite, 2008), the one we calibrated for our sites on FYI tends to be larger, which 

agrees to the find from Yackel et al. (2014). Figure 4.3 depicts the accumulated melted snow 

thickness using the calibrated Degree-day snow melt model (at hourly time steps) from MO 

(May 23rd) and extend to the advanced melt (end of June). The vertical grey dashed line on the 

figure depicts the PO date (June 17th) for the three sample sites discussed previously (Site B3, 

B6, and C2). At MO, the air temperature is still cold (<-2°C), and no snow melt has occurred 

during the MO day, and this could be because microwave tends to catch an earlier melting sign 

than the actual melting happening (sensitive to small changes in liquid water content). Then 

temperature starts to get warm, and it reaches to the threshold air temperature coefficient (-

0.44°C) during some afternoon; thus snow starts to melt slowly until May 27th. The warmer 

period from May 28th to May 30th melts 7 cm snow cover, in which some melt ponds may form 

in shallow areas within each snow thickness distribution. However, the air temperature again 

goes down below the threshold temperature, and little snow is melted until June 12th. Melting 

progresses after June 12th, and with diurnal (+/- 0°C) fluctuations, snow melts fairly slowly (<1 

cm/hr), and by June 17th, about 15 cm snow cover has melted. Temperature continues to 

increase, which thereby increases the melting speed, and we observe a nearly linear increase in 

the accumulated melted snow thickness from Figure 7 since June 17th. 
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Figure 4.3. Degree-day snowmelt model based on air temperature and a coefficient of 9.7 

mm/d°C. The grey dash lined note bar marks the PO date of the three sample sites (B2, B6, and 

C3), which is also the date that the snowmelt model stops running (end of snowmelt duration) for 

those sites. 
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     Using the consistent MO date for the study area and PO dates estimated from albedo time 

series for each MODIS pixels, we run the Degree-day model on a pixel by pixel basis for a ~ 25 

km×50 km area in Dease Strait covering all 20 of our study sites (Figure 4.4). Estimated snow 

thickness is divided into 9 classes, with mean snow thickness ranging from 9.9 cm to 24.2 cm. 

Most of the thin snow cover is observed to be adjacent to the south shore (dark blue pixels on the 

map), whereas the snow thickness distribution near the north shore is much thicker (~21.4cm). 

The primary physical mechanism responsible is that during late fall/early winter 2013, FYI 

formed and consolidated earlier near the north shore. Because ice is easier to form within calm 

water and the bay water at the north shore is calmer than the ocean water near the open shore at 

south, new ice would form earlier at the north shore. According to the ice chart from the 

Canadian Ice Service (CIS), north shore had new ice formed on October 26th 2013, while the 

south shore was still open water (consolidated on October 29th 2013). FYI consolidation 

generally starts from north to south; thus, more snow likely accumulated on the early-

consolidated ice instead of falling into the ocean.  

     Medium snow cover (14 cm ~ 19cm) is found to be dominating throughout the Dease Strait, 

which agrees to our field observation. There are some thick snow covered areas in the middle of 

the Dease Strait, and most of them are found in rough FYI areas (visual observation from SAR 

and optical imagery). Because rough FYI tend to accumulate more snow than the smoother FYI, 

snow cover is generally thicker on rough FYI.      
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Figure 4.4. Estimated snow thickness distribution in Dease Strait, Cambridge Bay for late winter 

2014. Pixels correspond to MODIS MCD43 data. The green colored areas are land that has been 

masked out.      
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     The resulting snow thickness estimations represent the measured snow thickness well for 

most of the test sites, as is indicted by a MeanBias Error (MBE) of 1.8% and a Root-Mean-

Square Error (RMSE) of 27.1% (Table 4.1). However, among the 17 test sites, the modeled 

results of site A3, A7 and C1 show relatively large bias. The accuracy assessment shows large 

positive bias for site A3 and A7, which could be due to the ridges crossing the pixels that these 

two sites are located. The Landsat 8 image acquired on June 22nd 2014 (background image in 

Figure 3.1), shows multiple small ridges adjacent to these sites, PO is detected based on the 

MODIS albedo, and thus ridges, which tend to have higher albedo than smooth FYI would delay 

PO detection and extend the snow-melt duration. This would potentially lead to overestimated 

snow cover thickness using the degree-day snowmelt model.  

     For site C1, the accuracy assessment depicts a large negative bias, which indicates an 

underestimation of the snow cover thickness of the site. The reason leading to this 

underestimation could be that site C1 is surrounded by very smooth FYI, and the thin snow cover 

on these very smooth FYI flooded out after PO, which lowered the albedo of the MODIS pixel 

that site C1 located. Thus, this low albedo advanced PO detection and shortened the snow-melt 

duration, which also could have potentially caused this underestimation of snow cover thickness 

at site C1.   

     The overall performance of this methodology provides reasonable results for local-scale snow 

thickness estimation. Moreover, the methodology shows promise in that it can be easily scaled 

up to estimate snow thickness accurately on a regional basis without large data requirements. 

Thus, with a reliable performance, low data requirements and simplicity, the degree-day 

snowmelt model used in this study would retain an active role in estimating late winter snow 

thickness over FYI. However, awareness of the limitations of the degree-day snowmelt model is 
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necessary.  

      

4.5 Error Analysis and Discussion 

     Generally, errors can occur in any stage throughout a research study, and awareness and 

proper analyses would be benefiting for assessing the study itself and also for future studies. For 

this study, we conclude the possible error sources fall into three categories including; 1) field 

data errors; 2) satellite data errors and 3) model calibration errors.  

     For field data, errors could occur during manual snow thickness measurements and visual 

interpretation of snow depth from the ruler measurement. These errors are considered random 

and normally distributed and estimated at 0.5cm for any given measurement.  

     For satellite data, errors could occur during threshold selection (i.e. albedo threshold for PO) 

and during data preparation (i.e. data inversion). As discussed earlier, we adopted a linear 

regression function as well as several parameters from previous studies to calculate the threshold 

of albedo at PO. However, one cannot guarantee that the calculated threshold does represent the 

true PO albedo for the study area due to the lack of field data. The PO detection result based on 

the threshold is further used as an input of the snowmelt model, and therefore, any error in the 

threshold will affect the model results. Additionally, since the daily MODIS albedo data are 

based on the inversion of available cloud-free images within a 16-day window, the modeled daily 

albedo may contain possible errors/bias due to cloud cover in the time series.  

     Finally, for snow melt model calibration, errors may result due to the mismatch between the 

timing of field measurements (used in calibration) and the timing of satellite detected MO. The 
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field measurements for snow thickness were acquired in the third week of April (19th, 20th, and 

22nd), 2014, and these measurements were then used as the snow thickness at MO, which is 

detected to be on May 23rd, 2014. There is a time mismatch of about a month between the actual 

MO and when the field data were collected, and therefore, any precipitation which occurred in 

between that time period could lead to errors/bias in the model calibration.         
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Table 4.1. Accuracy assessment of Degree-day snowmelt model against 17 in situ measurements. 

 
Field Site Field Measured Snow 

Thickness(cm) 

Modeled Snow 

Thickness(cm) 

Snow Melt 

Duration (day) 

Bias 

 
A1 16.1± 10.9 14.6 ± 0.8 24.5 -1.5 

 
A3 12.3 ± 5.4 19.3 ± 0.6 26.5 7.0 

 
A5 13.1 ± 8.0 17.2 ± 0.6 25.5 4.1 

 
A7 12.5 ± 4.8 21.4 ± 0.6 27.5 8.9 

 
A8 13.9 ± 6.2 11.7 ± 0.7 23.5 -2.2 

 
A9 14.7 ± 5.6 11.7 ± 0.7 23.5 -3.0 

 
B1 13.6 ± 4.9 11.7 ± 0.7 23.5 -1.9 

 
B2 14.8 ± 8.3 11.7 ± 0.7 23.5 -3.1 

 
B3 12.2 ± 4.6 14.6 ± 0.8 24.5 2.4 

 
B4 14.2 ± 5.9 14.6 ± 0.8 24.5 0.4 

 
B5 15.3 ± 6.5 11.7 ± 0.7 23.5 -3.6 

 
B6 18 ± 7.4 14.6 ± 0.8 24.5 -3.4 

 
C1 17.8 ± 8.2 11.7 ± 0.7 23.5 -6.1 

 
C2 15.4 ± 6.1 14.6 ± 0.8 24.5 -0.8 

 
C3 14.1 ± 8.0 14.6 ± 0.8 23.5 0.5 

 
C4 14.5 ± 8.1 19.3 ± 0.6 26.5 4.8 

 
C5 12.6 ± 7.3 14.6 ± 0.8 24.5 2.0 

Mean / 14.4 14.7 24.6 ± 1.2 / 

RMSE% / / 27.1% / / 

MeanBias% / / / / 1.8% 
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Chapter Five: Conclusion 

 

 

5.1 Summary of Findings 

     This study investigates late winter snow thickness on FYI in the Dease Strait near Cambridge 

Bay, Canadian Arctic Archipelago, based on the duration of snowmelt. The snowmelt duration 

for each pixel (MODIS) is determined by the MO and PO dates. For detecting MO, daily 

spaceborne C-band ASCAT microwave scatterometer is used to extract time-series backscatter. 

Before the backscatter extraction, cycling removal and incidence angle normalization (49⁰) are 

applied to the daily all-passes ASCAT data. As a result, May 23rd is determined as the MO date, 

suggested by the first sharp increase from mean winter backscatter exceeding the changing 

backscatter threshold (2.8 dB). Because our study area is relatively small (local scale), we 

assume the MO date would be the same for the entire study area. On the other hand, for detecting 

PO, daily optical MODIS albedo measurements are used to extract time-series albedo. PO is 

detected using the MODIS albedo, assuming at least 10% pond fraction within each MODIS 

pixel, and is noted as a rapid, large decrease (<0.58) in albedo for each pixel.  

     A simple degree-day snowmelt model based on air temperature is calibrated against the in situ 

snow thickness measurements and snowmelt observations collected in Dease Strait between 

April and June 2014. For this study, the calibrated location-specific melt coefficient is 9.7 

mm/d°C. The model is then tested against the remaining in situ measurements collected during 

the same time period, and an accuracy assessment including several statistics yields overall 
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results. The overall performance of the snow-melt model shows a RMSE of 27.1% and a MBE of 

1.8%. As a result, the snow melt duration for each pixel is used to invert the snow-melt model, 

and a pixel-basis map of the modeled snow thickness distribution is produced for our study area. 

The mean modeled snow thickness for the 17 test sites is 14.7 cm, and the mean snow-melt 

duration is 24.6 days. The methodology offered in this study shows promise, because it does not 

require large in situ data inputs yet can still yield generally accurate snow thickness distributions 

for FYI during late winter.  Moreover, though this study focuses on local-scale snow thickness 

distributions, this methodology can also be scaled up to estimate snow thickness on a regional 

basis with satellite data that have larger coverage.  

 

5.2 Limitations and Recommendations  

     For the Degree-day snowmelt model, one limitation is that any precipitation after MO is not 

considered as input to the model, which may bias the estimated late winter snow thickness. Any 

precipitation after MO could change the snow thermal-physical properties and the current snow 

thickness rapidly, by adding fresh snow or water into the snow cover. Moreover, the melt 

coefficient may exhibit considerable spatial and temporal variability, and this may vary with 

weather and surface type (Hock, 2003). For snow covered FYI, due to the relatively lower small-

scale horizontal variability compared other terrain (i.e. mountain area), the melt coefficient 

calibrated from a small amount of field measurements could generally be assumed representative 

on the regional scale. However, because for the melt coefficient, there is no universal numerical 

value, it may need to be adjusted to each application in different regions (Hock, 2003).       
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     Therefore, future studies should be focusing on adding precipitation after MO as a model 

input and testing this methodology over different FYI areas for a similar time period in a year 

and even adjust the melt coefficient to adapt to other ice types in Canadian Arctic Archipelago. 

Once this methodology has been tested to show robustness, it could be useful for long-term 

snow/sea ice monitoring, and it can also provide up-to-date snow information for climate 

models.     
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Appendix A 

 

 

Time series of daily MODIS albedo for site A1 – A8. 
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Time series of daily MODIS albedo for site B1 – B6. 
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Time series of daily MODIS albedo for site C1 – C5. 
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